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Methods for Establishing Validity and Reliability of Observation Protocols

Classroom observations can be a useful tool in conducting research on a myriad of interactions and events that occur in an educational setting. Research in much of the social sciences and industrial management involves the use of trained human observers as a primary source of data collection to answer research questions about interactions, faculty/student behaviors, instructor effectiveness (performance evaluations), and teaching methods utilized by instructors. Observations have been used in engineering education research to investigate faculty use of different types of instructional methods, interactions between faculty and students in various courses, and the relationship dynamics of student teams in design courses, among other research areas.

Our research team has utilized classroom observations to examine students’ resistance to faculty’s use of active learning methods in the engineering classroom. Specifically, we have used observations to further understand the various ways in which students exhibit resistance to active learning methods and the ways faculty respond to this challenge. Since trained observers who are not involved parties in the classroom (i.e., neither students nor instructors) are conducting our observations, we have had to continually reflect on the precise detection, perception, recognition, and judgment of certain events to ensure our observations are accurately capturing what is occurring in the classroom. This experience is much different than training observers to obtain inter-rater agreement, used often by researchers to ensure that observations are reliable across many different observers. Instead, we have examined ways in which we can confirm the events we are recording are a valid depiction of classroom behaviors.

In this paper, we discuss the essential steps in confirming valid observations of classroom behaviors. We start with an overview of the concepts of reliability and validity in conducting observations, using previous techniques from the social science literature. Next, we discuss our project on student resistance and steps taken to ensure reliability and validity in our observations. Although our instrument was developed from other published observation protocols, we used multiple approaches to ensure the accuracy of both our instrument and the observations we were conducting. These included videotaping classroom behaviors and conducting student focus groups to confirm the precision of our observation processes.

Validity and reliability in observation protocols

Observations, especially those in the classroom, are a research methodology within the continuum of ethnography, which finds its origins in 19th century Western anthropology. Ethnography has become a commonly accepted means of qualitative research, especially when researchers want to capture research subjects in their settings. Hammersley and Atkinson note that ethnography is defined by several common features across fields in the social sciences: selecting and sampling cases for study, securing access to participants and/or settings, conducting observations and interviews, recording and storing data, and analyzing data for writing reports on findings. Although each of these features comes with its own distinct difficulties, the process of analyzing ethnographic data is often one of the most difficult steps for
researchers to navigate during the research process. Much of this confusion comes from attempts to demonstrate an understanding of what was actually observed.

In their seminal book, “Writing Ethnographic Fieldnotes,” Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw\(^2\) discuss techniques for writing effective fieldnotes in a variety of observational settings. They state that fieldnotes can often be written from multiple perspectives. Using a \textit{first-person point of view}, researchers are able to describe specifically what they observe or experience during the data collection process. This is particularly useful when the researcher is a member of the group s/he is observing because this provides readers with an “insider’s” point of view. In contrast, the \textit{third-person point of view} allows researchers to capture exactly what individuals say or do during the observation, offering a narrative of what has occurred.

But, how does a researcher write about others' thought processes or behaviors while doing some task or event? Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw\(^2\) describe this type of observation as the \textit{focused third-person point of view}. In this situation, the researcher is observing through a third-person lens by documenting what is happening in the setting, but the researcher also includes details that only the individual being observed might notice. Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw\(^2\) note that, “though the researcher might make inferences about thoughts and feelings, he would base them on observable facial expressions, gestures, and talk, and describe these from the [individual’s] perspective” (p. 98).

Ensuring good reliability and validity in such an observation is particularly difficult for any researcher. After all, how does one know that what s/he has seen and interpreted is actually what the observed individual is experiencing? Good \textbf{reliability} in an observation protocol certifies that observations will be consistent across time or observers\(^3\). Good \textbf{validity} in an observation protocol ensures that the observation instrument actually measures what it is intended to measure.\(^4\) Although this might be easy for some protocols that only encompass content observations (e.g., the student asks a question, the instructor uses an example in a real-world context), those that involve behavioral observations (e.g., students appear disengaged, student is off-task on his or her computer) are much more difficult because they assume that the observer knows precisely what the subject is doing.

Previous research has determined that the reliability of observational studies can be decomposed into two measurement theories: classical test theory and generalizability theory\(^5\)\(^-\)\(^6\). Classical test theory assumes that all measurements are generally equivalent in their content, mean, variance and covariance. Generalizability, on the other hand, recognizes that there are a multitude of potential errors that can cause different results during observations. These errors could include observer bias, differing subject demographics, and situational effects (e.g., technology is broken in the classroom, weather was particularly problematic for students, Friday afternoon classes vs. Monday morning classes)\(^6\).

There are several ways to control for such errors in generalizability. One way is through \textit{duplicate generalizability studies}\(^7\). For example, researchers could have two observers view the same video of a class, write down their observations, and discuss answers as a group. Another way to control for these errors is through \textit{session generalizability studies}\(^7\). In this case, researchers could have observers view the same course and alternate their observations by
minutes or instances of the event. Finally, developmental generalizability studies\textsuperscript{7} can be conducted, in which case a test-retest approach is applied. For instance, one observer might view classes at the beginning of the semester, while another (or possibly even the same) observer views classes at the end of the semester to illustrate differences across the term. Each of these cases of reliability testing is only meaningful if observers then come to a conclusion regarding differing observations, and a protocol is established for effectively labeling such cases in the future, or while training other observers.

The reliability of an observed behavior is also closely linked to the validity of the observation. As described by Gardner\textsuperscript{8}, “it is important to note that reliability of a measure sets limits on its validity.” (p. 188). In other words, without a valid protocol for observation, the reliability of the measurement tool is not useful. Validity for observations does not require the same “gold standard” analysis that is used in quantitative research\textsuperscript{9}. Rather, qualitative researchers try to protect against the various ways in which their research analyses could be misleading. Maxwell\textsuperscript{4} calls this “validity threat.” Therefore, validity in qualitative research consists of a researcher’s conceptualizations of all possible types of “validity threats” and strategies by which they attempt to deal with these threats, assuming they are plausible.

Maxwell\textsuperscript{4} makes recommendations for ways in which researchers can protect against these validity threats, and several of those are particularly useful for observational data. The first is planning for intensive, long-term involvement with the research study\textsuperscript{10}. Little interpretation can be made from one or two cases, but several observations made over and over again with similar populations can lead to trends and potential theories. Second, researchers should plan to collect “rich” data to get a full picture of what is happening in the observations\textsuperscript{11}. Observers may very well be effective at capturing all that is happening during an observation, but observations backed up with audio or video recordings allow researchers to go back and reexamine what the observer documented. Third, triangulation using multiple data sources and participants can improve the validity of one’s dataset, and ensure that results do not apply to only one observation or sample population\textsuperscript{12}. Finally, validation by the individuals being observed, otherwise known as “member checking,” ensures that the conclusions of the observer match what is actually happening during the observation\textsuperscript{13-14}. This last form of validation is the focus of our paper. One example of how to conduct “member checks” is discussed further below.

**Student resistance to active learning in the engineering classroom**

Instructors have reported many barriers that discourage their use of active learning practices in the classroom. These barriers include: (a) concerns about student resistance, (b) questions about the efficacy of the teaching method, (c) concerns about preparation time and (d) concerns about ability to cover the syllabus\textsuperscript{15-19}. Among these barriers, one area most in need of additional research is that concerning student resistance. Although student resistance can be a significant discouragement to faculty attempting new teaching practices, it is a natural response to new teaching methods not typically used in the classroom. Weimer\textsuperscript{20} states that student resistance to active learning methods is often a result of the additional effort needed on behalf of the student, causing anxiety about their ability to succeed within this new classroom environment. Weimer\textsuperscript{20} also noted that student resistance can often take a number of forms. Open resistance is characterized by emotional complaints, arguments about the usefulness of the task, and verbal
objection to performing the tasks. Passive, non-verbal resistance occurs when individuals exhibit an overall lack of enthusiasm and often refuse to participate in the activity. Finally, partial compliance occurs when individuals perform the bare minimum of responsibilities to complete the task, or rush through the task in order to finish as quickly as possible.

Classroom observational instruments tend to vary significantly in terms of how they are utilized. For example, the Teaching Dimensions Observation Protocol (TDOP) asks observers to conduct ratings in 2-minute time intervals, while the Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RDOP) asks observers to make ratings over the entire class period. Given our desire to understand student reactions to active learning instructional practices, we decided to develop an instrument that could be used to rate individual instances of active learning. In other words, each instance of active learning used during the class period constitutes a separate observation, and observations can be compared to one another during a class period or throughout the semester.

Our classroom observation protocol consists of two protocols used at the beginning of the semester and throughout the academic term. The first-day protocol documents the first day of class and any mention of active learning practices to be used throughout the term. Afterwards, the daily classroom observation protocol is completed for each instance of active learning that occurs during each of the class periods. This protocol documents several aspects of active learning: 1) basic course details, including start and stop times for the activity, 2) information about each active learning instance, including the level of difficulty and novelty of the material being discussed, 3) the type of active learning, 4) the degree of faculty participation in the activity, 5) how the instructor introduces the instance of active learning, and 6) student response during the activity.

In order to ensure the reliability of our observations and validate our protocol, we conducted three steps while designing and refining our instrument. First, we crafted our instruments from several previously validated observation instruments developed for or adapted to STEM courses, including: the Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP), UTeach Observation Protocol (UTOP), Teacher Behaviors Inventory (TBI), Teaching Dimensions Observation Protocol (TDOP) and VanTH Observation System (VOS). Since most of these protocols focus on the extent to which students are actively engaged in their learning, we adapted the instrument to measure Weimer’s instances of student resistance.

Second, we developed a training protocol to ensure inter-rater reliability across multiple observers. Observers were asked to view a short videotape of a class session with an instructor who incorporated several instances of active learning. Observers then completed an observation form for each instance of active learning they observed during the video. Afterwards, observers met to discuss findings on the overall number of active learning instances, as well as details regarding each observation. In doing so, observers were able to compare and contrast results from their observations in order to ensure accuracy in our findings across all observers.

Finally, we conducted student focus groups at two sites involved in the research study, in order to ensure that our observations were accurate interpretations of students’ experiences during active learning instances in the classroom. This portion of our validation process is the focus of the remainder of this paper.
Methodology

After developing our initial observation protocol, we conducted focus groups with students at two institutions to validate the accuracy of our observations. Students were asked to participate in an hour-long focus group, addressing students’ resistance to active learning practices in the engineering classroom. One of our sites, Institution A, included six students recruited from two observed classes in our pilot study. The second site, Institution B, recruited 16 students from multiple engineering classes (observations were not conducted at this institution).

These focus groups consisted of two parts. For the first part, we asked students about the ways their instructors used active learning practices in the classroom. We stepped through the separate sections of our observation protocol with students. For example, we provided examples of the types of active learning practices included in our protocol, and asked students, “Here are some ways that we’ve seen instructors use active learning practices in the past. What other things that your instructors do are not on the list?” For other parts of our protocol, we did not provide students with examples. Rather, we asked students to participate in freethinking exercises around specific aspects of their classroom experiences. For example, we asked students, “How does your instructor introduce or talk about active learning activities?” rather that provide them with a list of ways that instructors typically introduce activities. In doing so, we ensured that our protocol confirmed students’ reflections of their classroom experiences, rather than our own impressions tainting their responses.

The second part of our focus group included questions about ways students might demonstrate resistance during active learning experiences. We presented open access videos and images of students participating in active learning activities. Students viewed photos and videos grouped into four scenarios and were asked questions regarding observed student behaviors during each scenario. During the first and second scenarios, we presented an active learning instance where students were asked to work together in a group to design a solution to an industry specific engineering problem or discuss a programming technique with the whole class. The primary focus of these scenarios was to validate student engagement during activities involving either multiple groups or the entire class. In the third scenario, we presented a video with an active learning exercise asking students to work in pairs (or triads) and sharing their findings with the group. Finally, we presented a scenario focusing on individual work where the students were being asked to work on a problem by themselves. All four of these scenarios matched the types of active learning that were represented in our observation protocol. After each video and picture, we asked about which students were and were not actively engaged in the activity. Then, we asked students in our focus group to clarify how they knew these students were or were not engaged.

Findings

The first part of our focus groups confirmed the initial design of our protocol. When students reviewed sections of our protocol, they gave examples of when they had seen certain active learning teaching practices used in the classroom, how instructors introduced these activities, and the types of student reactions they had exhibited or observed from other peers. Hearing more
open-ended questions regarding instructor’s attempts to engage students in active learning, or peers’ reactions to working in teams allowed us to group responses not listed in our protocol under one of the current categories. If students felt that these categories did not accurately capture something they had observed, we documented these disparities to discuss with our team of researchers for possible additions and amendments to the protocol.

The second part of our focus groups helped us to shape future training processes for observers. Our findings indicated that focus group participants utilized student facial expressions and body language to differentiate between engaged and disengaged students. For facial expressions, most of the participants reported that the students who were smiling or laughing in the picture were engaged in some off-task discussion, especially if it did not involve direct eye contact with the instructor or all group members. They indicated that an exception to this situation might be if the instructor offered positive feedback to the group, in which individuals would naturally be inclined to respond with positive facial expressions.

Participants also indicated that, within groups, smiling or laughing was often a sign of the difficulty of the material or novelty of the exercise. They stated it was often a natural reaction to joke or mingle with other group members after an activity was over, or before the activity had started because students were comfortable with the material and did not feel the need to practice it further. Furthermore, participants indicated students were often not comfortable with group activities if they were unfamiliar with the material. They mentioned an apprehension when they discussed new topics with others because they did not want to be observed as confused or lacking a thorough understanding of the material. This feedback led directly to the development of a new section of our observation protocol, which is intended to measure the uniqueness and novelty of the activity.

For body language, opinions of student engagement were often mixed among participants. A majority of the participants identified students sitting in a casual manner (e.g., slouching, lowered shoulders, erratic eye contact with the instructor) as disengaged. When we further questioned to obtain a consensus on this identifying factor, some students suggested that sitting in a casual manner was often a personal preference and not necessarily a sign of disengagement. However, a few participants pointed out that if the student was looking at a notebook or a calculator while sitting casually, then they would identify that student as being engaged. Focus group participants reported that the students leaning towards the other members and making eye contact appeared to be engaged in a relevant discussion. An attentive posture, where students were writing in their notebooks while looking at the instructor, was reported as an indicator of student participation in the activity. Students encouraged the research team to look into the context of what was being asked of students (e.g., working in groups with new material), rather than judging student engagement purely by facial expressions or body language.

Finally, focus group participants offered mixed reactions to the use of laptops or tablets during class. On one hand, participants stated that laptops and tablets were often used as a part of class discussion or assessment. For example, students would often access recently published notes from the instructor and use these to help them work through problem-solving exercises or discussions with groups. Additionally, instructors often used online platforms as a substitute for clicker technology, and would ask students to respond to multiple-choice questions using their
laptops or tablets. On the other hand, participants indicated laptops and tablets offered a quick
distraction to activities in class, and students would often use laptops or tablets to pretend like
they were accessing notes, when they were engaged in off-task materials.

As a resolution for observing the engagement of students who were on laptops, participants
recommended that observers pay attention to the length of time the student was engaged with
their laptop and try to discern what was being displayed on the screen. They acknowledged that
students who spent more than a minute or so looking at a laptop without engaging in eye contact
with the class or their fellow classmates could be considered off-task. Participants also
recommended that, if possible, observers sit at the back of the room often during observations to
see how students were utilizing laptops or tablets during class.

Limitations

There are several limitations to the specific validation processes we conducted in our study. First,
these students’ characterizations of engaged and unengaged students may not necessarily be
representative of the same behaviors other students exhibit when engaged or unengaged in the
material. Unfortunately, our IRB protocol did not allow for students to view videos of
themselves or peers in the same classroom to confirm such behaviors, which we would
recommend for future analyses. Additionally, just because students are able to critique their own
or other peers’ behaviors in the classroom does not guarantee that they will be honest in their
representations of the behaviors that are occurring. They could be harsher towards certain peers,
while more lenient towards another group with whom they identify closely, or they could share
information they feel researchers want to hear. To counter these limitations, we recommend that
researchers work to establish rapport with their students beforehand to build a sense of trust in
sharing honest answers about student engagement. For more information about establishing
rapport with research participants, see Maxwell⁴.

Discussion

Our observation protocol was designed to capture student reactions and instructor engagement
during active learning instances. Focus groups with students (the group of primary interest in our
observations) allowed us to validate whether or not our protocol and observer training materials
effectively captured (1) the types of learning activities students experienced in the classroom, (2)
the way instructors set up and engaged in these exercises, and (3) the way students reacted to
active learning in the classroom. In doing so, we were able to triangulate our protocol to what
we had already observed in the classroom. Just as interview transcripts offer an opportunity to
confirm results during the interview process, individual meetings and focus groups can also
be utilized to confirm findings during observations.

Our focus groups yielded several additions to our protocol that had not been previously
considered. For example, we did not recognize the impact that the uniqueness or novelty of the
material might have on resistance to these active learning practices until students indicated that
this was a feature overlooked during our protocol development. Additionally, we had not
considered the importance of the observer’s location on the effectiveness of the observation.
Observers would need to be located at the front of the class to gauge facial expression or body
language, but a location at the back of the class would allow them to observe the materials in which students were actively engaged. Furthermore, focus group participants indicated that, if someone was watching their behavior from the front of the classroom (i.e., they could see they were being observed), they might be more inclined to exhibit more compliant behaviors for the fear of what might be reported back to the instructor. All of these additions improved the validity of our protocol because we were able to ensure that our observation effectively captured what was actually happening in the classroom.

Our findings are limited in that we were not able to use videos from actual classroom lectures in which students might have been involved. The use of these videos would have likely led to confirmation of our shortcomings in our previous observations. For example, we could have selected a video that a trained observer had already rated and asked the group questions regarding what the observer had already found. However, there are potential shortcomings to this approach. If students were actively pictured in the video they were viewing or knew others who were in the video, they might not be willing to admit when they or fellow peers were engaged in off-task behavior. Furthermore, if participants had, themselves, utilized some strategy to remain off-task while appearing on-task (e.g., staring at a tablet pretending to be engaged in the instructor’s notes), they might be less willing to admit to such behavior because they do not want to give away their “secrets.”

**Conclusions and future work**

Although the study above gives only one example of how researchers can further validate classroom observations, this research portrays the impact that these types of “validity checks” can have on a research study. Our findings in the student focus groups led to substantial changes in both our observation protocol as well as training documents for future observers in our research study. Conducting these focus groups also allowed us to confirm prior measures in our protocol, and effectively address the validity of our data collection measure.

As our observation protocol is only one piece of our study on student resistance, we plan to further validate this protocol through the use of a quantitative measure of student resistance currently in development. Our hopes in using this measurement tool in conjunction with our observation protocol is to provide engineering education researchers with multiple mixed methods tools to examine student resistance to active learning practices in the engineering classroom.
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